Digital distribution with ZERO up-front costs & NO recurring yearly fees! *
Your music is important. You’ve spent a lot of time, money and effort creating your art. Now you’re left with a limited
budget for marketing. At CLG, we’re sensitive to the challenges facing indie artists and labels.
CLG Distribution gets your music out there to the essential digital retailers around the world, as well as to some specialty
destinations not normally covered by most digital distributors.
We also market your title to key digital retailers like iTunes, Amazon and others. We have a great track record of landing
special placement on behalf of our clients. These would include locations like the “New & Noteworthy” and “What We’re
Listening To” sections on iTunes, etc.

Digital & Ringtone Retailers:
Digital Retailers:
7 Digital
AmazonMP3
Audible Magic
Beats Music
Bloom.FM
Broadtime Marketing
Solutions
BYO (Build Your Own
Network)
ChristianBook.com (Christian
titles only; slow ingestion)

Clip Interactive
Create Space
Deezer
eMusic
Equala
Family Christian (Christian
titles only)

Google Play

Ringtones:

Grooveshark
iMesh*
iTunes
JB Hi-Fi Now
Juno Download*
Landmark Digital Services
Last.FM
MediaNet
MOG
MusiWave
Muve Music
Neurotic Media
Pasito Tunes
Play Network
Prime Music
Pulse Locker
Radio360
Rdio
Rhapsody

Shazam
SoundExchange
SoundCloud
SoundHound
SoundReef
SoundTrkr
Spotify
StarPulse.com
The First Club
The Overflow
Tower Records
Uforia
XBOX Music
YouTube

Nokia**
Zed**
** Companies marked with an asterisk are
selective in what they ingest, so not all
titles are guaranteed to be on these sites.

In addition to the digital and ringtone retailers listed above, we make each Christian title available at over 500 physical
Christian retail sites around the country (including the entire LifeWay Christian Stores chain) through in-store kiosks. These
kiosks allow customers to browse the catalog by name, genre, etc., and transfer MP3s to their own flash drive, burn MP3s to
a data CD, or burn the album directly to CD in standard CD format. The customers can even print artwork for the CD on the
spot. In this way, each title is “virtually” in stock at over 500 Christian retail sites (and growing) across the country.
* Essential Plan only. Add online physical distribution of your album for a one-time fee of $29.95
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